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A fossil (from Classical Latin fossilis; literally, "obtained by digging") is any preserved remains, impression, or
trace of any once-living thing from a past geological age.Examples include bones, shells, exoskeletons, stone
imprints of animals or microbes, objects preserved in amber, hair, petrified wood, oil, coal, and DNA
remnants. The totality of fossils is known as the fossil record.
Fossil - Wikipedia
This is a tentative partial list of transitional fossils (fossil remains of groups that exhibits both "primitive" and
derived traits). The fossils are listed in series, showing the transition from one group to another, representing
significant steps in the evolution of major features in various lineages.
List of transitional fossils - Wikipedia
Where to find fossils-Fossils can be found in many places, most fossils are found on the beach or in quarries
but many have been found in some very unusual places. Below is a list of places that you could find fossils.
Please note some places such as quarries and farm fields need permission before you can enter, other
places where fossils form part of the construction such as sea defences and ...
UK Fossil Collecting â€“ Where to find fossils and what to
Welcome to TerraTreasures and Adventures101 Amber pages. We offer museum quality Dominican amber
with insects for sale and also rare Dominican blue amber for sale.
TerraTreasures - amber fossils, Dominican Amber with
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